
Mazatlan According to the First Mate: From Mazatlan to Puerto Vallarta 

(Mexico Adventures aboard J40 Mal de Mer III, by Cindy Sparks) 

Our first jump was to tiny Isla Isabella, an old volcanic cauldera twenty miles offshore. It is a prime breeding spot 
for blue footed boobies and frigate birds, both of which circled the island day and night with their calls and odd 
mating sounds. We took the passage overnight, so as to arrive at the Isla in calm, daylight conditions. As a result 
we were both sleepy the first day. After a nap, however, I felt revived and when the "neighbors" came over to see 
if we wanted to go ashore, the answer was yes. I did not take the camera, however, not sure what kind of a landing 
it would be. The beach to the east, where we anchored, was unhospitable at best. 

 

The boys in the dinghy were Leonard from Vallee Cachee and Bill from Peregrine, both of them singlehanding. 
Here is Vallee Cachee at anchor in the shadow of Los Munos, the Manequins, who guard and sometimes bedevil 
the anchorage. We had heard several warnings about the anchor-eating rocks on the bottom, so we stayed clear of 
the reefy area. 



 

We couldn't find the trail at first. Larry from Katie Lee, anchored in the south (landing) anchorage, advised us to 
go behind the palapas and up toward the hill. We blundered about, going overland, until we realized we were lost. 
Here is a picture of me knee-deep in some very scratchy native grasses. 

 

We retraced our steps back to the palapas, where I managed to ask one of the fisherfolk where to find the trail. My 
Spanish is not so good, but the others spoke none at all, so I guess my Spanish was good enough. Voila, once it's 



pointed out, the trail was quite clear. Bill took several photos for me ashore, so these pictures are thanks to him. 
We got quite close to the birds. The frigates nest in trees which were not more than 8 or 10 feet tall. They build 
nests of sticks right in the top foliage. 

                  

At this time of year they are busy setting out mating territory, so the males were bickering and sort of clicking, 
while the females made cute little clucking sounds. Several males had inflated their big orange neck pouches in 
what struck me as a pretty shameless sexual display. But the lady frigates loved it. 

                      



They basically ignored us as we went crashing through their bedrooms, following the stone trail. At one point we 
came face to face with two large frigates, facing each other, and doing what I would have described as something 
rhythmic and sexual. Wait a minute, only humans do it that way! We paused, afraid we were interrupting 
something. When they were done, the second bird backed away and then flew off. We noticed the first bird had a 
white head, the sign of an immature. Mom (or Pop) must have been feeding Junior, although Junior looked fully 
grown and capable of feeding himself. Ah, the lazy adolescent. The Magnificent Frigatebirds are beautiful in 
flight. They have very long, angled wings and a forked tail, making them look sort of like soaring pterodactyls. At 
first we thought we were seeing boobies, but the frigates have hooked beaks, while the boobies have straight 
beaks. The boobies prefer ground nests and we saw none in the forest area. I suspect we might have seen some if 
we had found the trail to the beach dunes. Here is the crater, or caldera in the middle of the island. While the 
water looked cool and inviting, the birds were not touching it. Either it had no fish or maybe it just wasn't time for 
dinner yet. But we were so hot and sweaty, we considered a swim. 

                     

Next Stop: San Blas  

 

 



We had heard wild tales of the no-see-ums at San Blas. We entered the main channel and found the Port Captain's 
office with no difficulty. But no place to land. And no one responded to our VHF call. We motored further up the 
channel, but the whole town, or as much as we could see, looked deserted. Of course, it was siesta time! We 
passed the Pemex dock, but it was taken up with one large commercial fisher, who was liable to be there a long 
time. Turning toward the area on the chart marked Cruisers' Anchorage, we found ourselves in 6.7 feet of water 
(we draw 6.5). With much consternation and a lot of mud kicked up when Ed revved the engine in reverse, we 
backed our way back to the main channel (10 feet deep) and quickly left the harbor. Around the corner is the little 
anchorage of Matanchen. This was more to our liking, and further from the no-see-ums as well. We anchored 
about a mile out, so I don't have a good photo of the beach. But imagine it as a long, sandy crescent beach backed 
mostly by coconut palms with a dozen palapas at one end. The rest was absolutely empty. Even at night, there 
were very few lights ashore. Also at night, there were no no-see-ums, creatures who seem to favor the fresh water 
river conditions of the port of San Blas. The next morning I pumped up the dinghy for the first time and we went 
ashore. We tied up at Ismaels, one of the palapas and an advertised safe place to leave the dinghy (locked to a 
tree). Ismael was a jolly fellow who ran a good restaurant, which was full even then at nine in the morning. We 
walked up the dirt road to the paved one, found a bus and for two pesos rode into the big city of San Blas. 

          

Larry and Trinda from Katie Lee made it this far with us (they are walking just to the right). I was fascinated with 
the cobble streets. There is still evidence of the big hurricane of 2004 which hit hard in this area. In fact, we've 
seen hurricane damage all down the coast, from several different storms. We all headed to the Port Captain's 
office so that we could check in, something we had been urged to do within 24 hours of our arrival. But this was 
President's Day, the day the new president took over from Vicente Fox. And of course it was a holiday, and the 
Port Captain's office was closed. Ah, this is Mexico. I'm beginning to catch on. 



                                    

I had wanted to go to Tepic, the Nyarit state capital and location of a reputedly good archaeological museum. Our 
neighbors on Yachtsman's Dream were planning a bus trip there on Saturday. The ladies wanted to do some 
shopping, while the men wanted to drink some beer. Ed was happy to stay home but I asked to go along. There 
were six of us, which made easy bus seating. The trip began at 6:30 a.m., with the dinghy ride to shore, then two 
taxis took us to the San Blas bus terminal. From there we took one of the big air-conditioned busses up the 
highway to Tepic, another hour and a half. Then another taxi ride to the center of town. By this time we were 
hungry, and it appeared again my Spanish was all there was, so I enquired at a little hotel, where the clerk told me 
we could find coffee in their restaurant. Around the corner was a small but bright space with marble floors, 
mirrors on the wall, and a decent menu of European selections. As we ate, we plotted our attack. I suggested the 
museum first, so that I would know what kind of Pre-Columbian pottery I might be looking for. Besides, the 
vendors weren't open yet. So we walked to the Museum, which was quite small. Unfortunately, the best pieces 
were away on loan "in Switzerland". We had a good time, nonetheless. Then back to the town square, and a hunt 
for Huichol art. 



                            

It was crowded, this being the first of the month and also the first day the banks were open after the holiday. Lines 
of people stretched out every bank building and down the block. I was glad I didn't have to find an ATM. I would 
not want to wait long in the hot sun. Tepic is supposed to be a typical capital city. It's not a tourist destination, so 
it has not been overrun with Kentucky Fried Chicken and four star hotels. Still, it shows it's colonial parentage. 
We checked out the main plaza, where they were holding some sort of harvest festival. Several vendor tables had 
appeared around the edge. I bought some beaded earrings from a Huichol woman who was kind enough to let me 
take her picture. 



                         

The Huichol are a mountain people largely untouched by the crush of modern society. They keep their weaving 
and bead crafts much like the San Blas (Caribbean) indians keep their molas. They know the value of their goods 
and they don't wholesale to the masses. You may buy one-on-one. It is still an art. After a tour around the vendors 
at the festival and a few other shops, we were again hungry. The boys had already taken a ring-side seat at the big 
restaurant overlooking the plaza. They waved to us and we came up to enjoy the view, and the food. Here is the 
view north from our table. I am getting quite accustomed to the open air dining. In the tropics, it is the only 
comfortable option, especially when the entire city is passing in review before you. And here is the entire group: 
from the left, Stu, John, Lela and Kathy, then Ann and I standing against the Hollywood backdrop. The waiter 
wasn't much with the camera, but how else to get a picture of everybody? (Editor's Note: I tried to tweak the 
group photo without success. I can get the contrast to look pretty normal but I lose Stu's head in the process. 
Anyone out there know what I'm doing wrong?) 



                          
 

                      
By two p.m., we started the return trip. We had a walk to the bus terminal, where we made friends with a mother 
and daughter (and that's Lela on the right). They both thought my Spanish was pretty funny, but they were 



friendly and patient. Then we had a long bus-ride back to San Blas, together with a lesson that people without 
tickets rush to get on the bus first, leaving those with tickets either to take the next bus or, in this case, to push 
onboard, then stand in the aisle until somebody comes along to sort out the scofflaws and make THEM stand. 
There were at least eight of them; they stopped taking tickets before they got to me as all those with tickets had 
found seats. I made a mental note for next time. 

                       

Then I was ready for the taxi ride back to the anchorage. But wait a minute, the others forgot to tell me they 
planned to stay in town and have dinner with Norm, a local "friend" of the cruisers. But Ed and I had planned to 
be out of there at first light the next morning. We still had to put away the dinghy and motor, take down all the 
sunshades and ready the rigging for sailing. And Ed had the dinghy on board and I was ashore with no means to 
get back to the boat or to contact him! We discussed our options and worked out a compromise. I went with Lela 
to do some grocery shopping (never mind the shops were mostly closed at 5 p.m. on a Saturday night). John and 
Kathy went to the internet cafe to do some business, and Stu and Ann wanted a little browsing before they were to 
meet us at the Taxi stand and then head back. Lela and I finished our chore and sat in front of the little plaza as 
they lights began to come on. It all came together by about 6, when John arrived and agreed to miss dinner and 
get me back to the boat via his dink. Stu and Ann never did arrive, we figured they went on ahead. And since they 
had two personal sized kayaks, I could not have hitched a ride anyway. John and I jumped in a taxi to the 
anchorage. In the dark it was hard to unlock the dinghy, get it ready and drag it to the water, but we managed and 
soon I was back aboard Mal de Mer. Ed had somehow been able to do the motor and dinghy by himself, but he 
was so bushed he suggested we change the itinerary somewhat to give us a later departure time the next morning. 
I hope John had a nice bowl of soup that evening, as he deserved a good meal. I think he was just as happy to miss 
a command performance with Norm, anyway. 



                  

Chacala 

After an easy morning sail, we arrived at little Chacala anchorage. This place is too small to have a quoted 
population. In contrast, San Blas has 15,000 and the capital Tepic has 200,000 people. But Chacala is just a little 
vacation villiage without a nearby town. (Nearest big market is Las Varas, 6 miles away and a coveted shopping 
destination. Next time, maybe.) And it was Sunday, the last day of a three-day holiday weekend. There were lots 
of people on the beach and in the dozen palapas spread along it. Tourist busses were parked behind the dirt road. 
An RV park anchors the south end of the little cove. And to the north, there is a panga landing, a tiny dinghy 
landing and launch ramp, and the Capitaine del Puerto. I wondered how much of the beautiful white building 
belonged to the Port Captain. I later found out that the PC drives in from San Blas every day, has a tiny office up 
from the road, and the rest of the palace above his office is either a lovely home or a B and B. 

                               



 

                           

The other boat in the anchorage was our buddies on Katie Lee, anchored with two hooks in the corner by the PC. 
A trimaran on one hook was near when we anchored, and said he was out of Oceanside. But he was gone early the 
next morning before we got up. The books say a second hook is good if it is rough here, but we saw no reason to 
use one, especially considering the trimaran had only one out. We tidied the boat, then went ashore to explore. I'm 
cross I didn't take more pictures. The road from the landing beach is a mix of cobbles and dirt. We passed a tiny 
"mini super" mercado where I bought a dozen eggs, having had the foresight to bring my plastic egg carton with 
me. The road turns and skirts the beach palapas, which had a happy mix of souvenir sales, bathing suits and beer. 
None of the goods tempted me save the little lady with a table full of ripe pineapples (Pinas).  Later in the trip I 
purchased two from her. She was prepared to cut them up for me, but I figured I could get them back to the boat 
with less mess uncut. Plus, I could cut them in more sanitary fashion. I have been using a Clorox solution liberally 
on the peel-and-eat fruit, the cutting board, and anything else that crosses my path. Other than a few spots on my 
pristine sailing clothes, there have been no problems so far. Montezuma has not visited me. Ed had one bout early 
on, and a dose of Cipro fixed him up. But our ship's medicine chest has had mercifully little use. We found a 
closer path to the palapas, where I saw one lovely garden stretching up the hill. Most of the gardens have been 
most humble, with recycle containers for pots and hand-me-down plants lovingly displayed. This one was 
anything but humble, it was both planned and dramatic. The Mexicans sure like the color yellow, followed closely 
by bright pink and bright blue. 



                            

Too soon, it was time to leave. I could easily have stayed a couple more days, to take the bus into Las Varas, the 
tiny town 6 miles inland with a good fruit and vegetable market. But we had enough food aboard, so there was no 
pressing need for that. Plus, Larry had said the development just over the hill has lots for sale at $1 million. So 
there goes Paradise. I suspect it will be changed when we next visit in the spring. We had a fairly long sail for the 
next leg, and left Chacala about 7 a.m.. It was brutally hot, sunny, with no wind whatsoever. The passage was 
downright boring, so I put up the little sailing awning to give us shade enroute. We turned into Bahia de Banderas, 
Banderas Bay, and found little La Cruz anchorage. I had gotten used to the fact that the charts are off a couple of 
miles here, and our electronics showed us merrily sailing a mile or two inland of the coast. The books warned of a 
new marina underway. Sure enough, there was a new breakwater and trucks hauling, then dumping huge rocks for 
the duration of our stay. They started before sunup and continued until 8 p.m. including the day of the Feast of the 
Virgin of Guadaloupe, a very important local holiday and day of parades and fiestas. We figured perhaps it was 
the new administration who was pushing and funding such vigorous work. Here is a view of the dredging 
operation, showing the new outer breakwater and the anchorage beyond. 

                    



We could also see numerous condos draped up the hillsides from the coastline. We are near the big city now, so 
even though La Cruz is a town six blocks square, we are one boisterous bus-ride from Puerto Vallarta and a major 
tourist mecca. 

     

Once again we went into City Mode.  Every day we try for a lunch ashore in some seaside palapa. Little mercados 
fill our needs for breakfast and light supper, milk and beer. Ed messed with the solar panels and we had to defrost 
the freezer (remember that word?) to cut its electricity usage. The winds are fluky here, which translates into: the 
boat moves randomly all day and the solar panels don't stay pointed at the sun unless you tend them continuously. 
So our power usage is up and the generation is down. Ed has taken to running the engine for an hour or two every 
other day. Talking with others in the anchorage, we find we have it better than most. Leonard on Vallee Cachee 
simply turned off his refrigerator. The folks in town are pro-cruiser, bless them. The locals are friendly and seem 
genuinely glad we are here. We have tried to be extra polite too. It's bad enough we bring huge bags of garbage 
ashore and try to buy odd things (like multi-weight motor oil, food they have never seen before, and endless water 
and diesel). One day I went into Puerto Vallarta with Terry, the woman from Niki Wiki. She is producing knitting 
patterns for sale, and needed special yarn. We managed to find a garment-district type area with multiple stores 
with threads, yarn, decorations and fabric. Of course nobody had a replacement for my 45 mm rotary cutter blade. 
(I trashed the old one sewing on used sailcloth for a neighbor boat in Mazatlan. Funny how fast mild steel rusts 
with salt on it.) But I found more sail tie stock and zippers, and even bought a Simplicity pattern and a cotton 
damask remnant to chase the boredom from my days. We found a good and inexpensive lunch at the mercado on 
the river, deep in tourist territory of the old town. I bought a few small breakables which I could not resist. and 
Terry, good shopper that she is, found several items of interest too. On the way back, since we had to change 
busses anyway, we stopped at the Walmart. First I should explain there is something political going on with the 
transportation here. You can bus all the way from the north tip of the bay, Punta Mita, to downtown Puerto 
Vallarta in the center of the big bay, a distance of some 15 miles. But you cannot do it in one bus. The 
Nayarit/Jalisco state line is just north of PV, and the busses don't stop precisely at the state line, but it's a good 
approximation. Coming in, we went past the state line maybe a mile before the bus driver stopped in the middle of 
a block and made everybody get off. There may have been a Spanish explanation I missed, but there we were, in 
the middle of traffic, wondering where we were. Following a woman and small girl who had been sitting in front 
of us, we eventually found Woolworths (a national landmark) and then the fabric district. Going home again we 



got a bus northbound, but got off just before the state line, at Walmart. Busses to the point do stop at Walmart, but 
not at the dozen or so stops past that. Then again over the line in Nayarit, they stop as usual. Repeat after me, this 
is Mexico. At home, I never feel the urge to shop at Walmart. Here it is a different story. We found food in 
abundance, well-known brands, fresh produce and very good prices. I found Parmalat nonfat, the UHT shelf-
stable milk I had searched for in the states. Unable to find it there, I had mail-ordered nonfat UHT from Utah. In 
Mexico it seems there is no nonfat milk, not in any form. But 6 weeks into the voyage, I find it at Walmart in PV, 
and it is made in Mexico. Go figure. While we are on the subject, they routinely sweeten their yogurt too. And I 
have gotten so sick of sickly sweet yogurt, I have started making my own from the nonfat dry milk I brought from 
the states. So a source of nonfat UHT milk will let me save my resource of nonfat dry for palatable yogurt. Terry 
and I bought all the food we could carry, and staggered to the bus stop. It was a wild ride home, starting with 
having to stand in the aisle while holding all that food. Eventually enough people got off that I was able to sit 
down. The boy next to me turned out to be falling-down drunk, and was suggesting I give him money so he could 
go visit his brother. Gee, I have no problem tipping the singers and musicians who routinely ride the bus, play and 
sing, then work the crowd for tips. I gave coins to a blind man who had his hand out to every passenger who 
passed his bus seat. But I don't pay drunks. Sorry. I think he was offended, and he got off and wandered aimlessly 
through traffic and across 4 lanes of a busy highway. It appears that in Mexico too, God protects drunks and 
children. I am getting restless here. I would happily go into PV again, but Ed doesn't want to watch me shop. 
Tomorrow we will leave for the next tiny anchorage, Ipala, on our way south to Manzanillo. Today we went 
ashore and shopped the tiny Wednesday mercado. I bought two tank tops, hoping to stave off mandatory laundry 
before the shorts and skivvies give out. We bought logo T-shirts at Philo's, where we had an American lunch and 
chatted with Ann and Stu from Walkabout. Ann, too, is noticing how dirty "the boat" is getting, and seemed 
equally restless about it. Perhaps when we get to Ipala, I'll close up everything and rinse off the exterior. It will be 
a while before we get another marina with WIFI and abundant fresh water. So a seabucket and brush will have to 
serve instead. Here are a few photos which I'll use to remind me of tiny Cruz de Huanacaxtle. The first one has an 
infinity pool which ends at that blue tiled surface, view from the landing beach. The second is a favorite color 
combination, burnt orange for the first house, followed by blue interior of the arch next door. Also from the 
landing beach. Several of these houses are for sale, going for about $850K each. The third house needs some yard 
work, but also proudly displays its rooftop palapa, which provides welcome shade while allowing the breeze to 
blow through, and is cheap to construct but strong for the intended function. 

                  



                                                      

   



Yesterday we managed to squeeze in a beach palapa lunch. Jonesey (or is that Jones-Y?), Terry's husband, 
discovered this place while she and I were shopping. Yes, it has the requisite strolling vendors, a great view, and 
proper shrimp menu. You can look down the beach and see a few tiny surf breakwaters, our new harbor 
breakwater at Cruz, and beyond that the tall buildings that rim the inner crescent of the huge bay. PV is big 
enough to give us nightglow every night. The four of us walked over for lunch, and totally enjoyed our adventure. 
I'll miss the Niki Wiki folks as we travel south. 

 


